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Jallab (730 feet), whence we dropped to 'Ain Sala (527
feet), beyond which to Naifa and Ziqirt the same lower
level was maintained until we rose again towards Shanna.
Hadh Paris provided more variety of vegetation and more
life than any tract since Wabar for, in addition to the tassel-
led Abal, there was a good deal of Hadh and Alqa, all fairly
fresh. Two pairs of ravens were observed, the second in the
neighbourhood of a newly built but eggless nest to which,
after an initial flight, the hen bird returned rather boldly
and unnecessarily only to be shot by Salih with my gun.
The cock with hoarse cries of anger and distress intervened
bravely to protect his wounded mate, and we rode on
leaving Salih to deal with the pair. He eventually brought
along the hen, now dead, leaving the disappointed widower
to seek another mate, if he could find one unattached in that
wilderness. Ravens, Bifasciated Larks and Desert Warblers
had now come to be recognised by me as the commonest
creatures in these regions, but a dragonfly was something
of a surprise1—and not only one but three during this day's
march and other specimens, of which I duly bagged a few,
on the following days. They were all of the same species—
a large dull bluish type already seen at Jabrin and in the
Hasa—and I wondered whether they could be regarded as
true denizens of the sands. If so, do they dispense with,
water in the larval stage or do they make do with the shallow,
briny pools of Al Khiran ?
As we went south the dune waves became loftier, thicker
and grander, while the deeper valleys between them seemed
to be richer in vegetation. After some five hours of Hadh
Faris we entered the tract of Bard Jallab, half-way across
which—its width from north to south was about 15 miles—
we camped for the night. The rugged nature of the country
with its constant ups and downs over difficult ridges tended
to retard progress, while a mild southern breeze, alternating
with entirely windless intervals, created sultry marching
conditions and frayed tempers already on edge with the
night's altercations. Zayid, determined not to fast this last
day and hoping to force the issue, had evidently ordered the
1 Hemianax ephippiger Burm.

